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Introduction have atomic coordinates available, e.g., the ribosome Normal mode analysis (NMA) is a powerful computacomplexes? tional method for studying large-amplitude molecular In this article, the author offers comments on these deformational motions that are widely involved in biofocused issues, especially the ones raised from applilogical functions of macromolecules (Brooks and Karcations of NMA to large-amplitude conformational plus, 1985; Levitt et al., 1985) . Numerous examples changes. A small portion of material in this article overhave shown that functionally important transition pathlaps with a previous review (Ma, 2004) , which emphaways of biomolecules, especially those of supramolecsizes methodology and applications. The author sinular complexes, often follow the trajectories of one or cerely asks forgiveness from those colleagues whose a few low-frequency normal modes (Cui et Thomas et al., 1996a Thomas et al., , 1996b Thomas et al., , 1999 ). An imporOne of the most fundamental questions regarding NMA tant conclusion that emerged from those studies is that is, given the ruggedness of the potential surface and protein structures have evolved in such a way that their severe solvent damping, are the biomolecular conforintrinsic structural flexibility, as manifested in normal mational transitions really harmonic? This question is modes, facilitates the functionally important conformausually raised for systems that undergo dynamic transitional variations, both statically and dynamically (Ma, tions tural elements are in isolation), and then remain statically Those methods have also contributed to structural rein their deformed conformation locked by surrounding finement against X-ray diffraction data (Kundu et and Doniach, 2003), which found that, for myosin, one In many systems, few people dispute the fact that, or two lowest-frequency modes were sufficient for outon a very short timescale, or at the onset of a conforlining the conformational changes; while, in kinesin, mational transition, biomolecular deformation is of a multiple modes were needed. The results suggested small amplitude, for which NMA is a good approximapotentially different mechanisms for these motor protion. An example is the results of transient phase gratteins despite their strong evolutionary ties and strucing spectroscopy used as a probe of ligand photolysis tural similarities. Lastly, we present an example of the in heme protein (Deak et al., 1998) . However, the quesapplication of coarse-grained NMA to a gigantic supration is about the ultimate amplitudes of harmonic momolecular complex of the tE2 core of pyruvate dehydrotions, i.e., how far can biomolecules be stretched along genase complex (PDC) based on low-resolution cryonormal modes in a biologically correct way since large-EM density maps (Kong et al., 2003) . Figure 2 shows the motional pattern revealed in the symmetric mode amplitude motions are more likely to be anharmonic? encountered during transitions can be significantly lowered by the continuing engagement of favorable pro-A major resource of anharmonicity is the energy barrier for conformational transitions. It seems a rather tein-ligand interactions in the process of binding, i.e., the energy landscape is tipped over toward the ligand common perception that the energy of the total system, protein plus ligand, is higher in the partially engaged bound state. This makes the actual modal displacement of harmonic motions much larger than those of transition state, a picture coming from the traditional mechanism of bimolecular association reaction. Theresimple vibrations around the structural minimum in the ligand-free state. A very common feature of conformafore, the energy barrier for conformational transitions is high. Normal modes, however, as harmonic vibrational tional transitions in those proteins is en bloc domain movements around some well-evolved structural hinges modes around a local energy minimum, cannot describe the system crossing over any energy barrier. In for maximal efficiency of binding-induced conformational transitions. For those systems, NMA is a particureality, for many systems, including the examples men- One must keep in mind that the anharmonicity due to small energy barriers such as those from local "sticky" side chain interactions along the major conformational pathways (which also serve as the final "catch" at the end of ligand binding) are omitted from the picture revealed by NMA. Usually, the low-frequency modes are used only to describe the overall directions, or trends so to speak, of the conformational changes and do not reflect the side chain motions that are much higher in frequency. 
Timescales of Harmonic Motions
The presence of solvent damping dramatically slows down the large-amplitude motions for biomolecules. Therefore, the timescales of real molecular motions are much longer than what can be estimated from eigenvalues of normal modes that are almost always computed in vacuum. A commonly asked question is why short-timescale normal modes can successfully describe real molecular motions that occur on much larger timescales? The answer is that many large conformational changes effectively follow harmonic trajectories (only in an overall sense) in space as described ., 2000) , the large-amplitude motions of a protein were described by Brownian motion In general, the case of GroEL shows that it is easy for one to overlook the hidden harmonic nature of conin an effective harmonic potential. The major anharmonic contributions were found to arise from rigid-body formational changes if the analysis is performed on a different level of structural components. If the analysis diffusion of the side chains. As seen in many activated processes, for the "overdamped" harmonic oscillators was performed on the system including the interested structural components plus their interacting neighbors, (where the motions are slaverized by friction), the rate of motion only depends on the friction, not on normal the modes of this system may not reveal the desired motions for the interested components, as in the cases mode frequencies. The latter accounts for the "entropy" effect (potential well volume) rather than a timescale for of those interlocked subunits in the GroEL complex (Ma and Karplus, 1998; Ma et al., 2000) and those permainertial motion. Generally speaking, the information provided by einently deformed α helices (Emberly et al., 2003) . However, if one analyzes the modes of the structural comgenvectors for the directionality of conformational transitions has wider applications than the information proponents in isolation, the harmonic modes will match the expected conformational changes very well. First of all, due to the omission of high-frequency wobbling mode (looking from the back). The active site components and anharmonic motions, using low-frefor such a protein architecture is universally located in quency normal modes as dynamic parameters to dethe cleft between the two domains. However, for each scribe biomolecular motions is a coarse-grained apindividual case, the ligand-induced conformational change proach even when the modes are calculated from can follow one single bending mode or a combination realistic molecular mechanics potential. The advantage of some, or all, of the three modes depending on the of doing NMA in general is to gain sampling efficiency detailed atomic interactions between the protein and because, at the current stage, molecular dynamics simligand. ulation based on all-atom models cannot completely In general, although it is hard to identify biologically sample conformational motions on biologically relevant relevant modes without additional experimental infortimescales and lengthscales. Coarse-grained NMA has mation, it is almost always true that the functionally imthe advantage of allowing one to faithfully extract portant modes, once identified, are one or several of essential dynamic information with a much extended the low-frequency modes contained in the normal capacity so as to make it possible to study systems mode basis set. That is simply because, mechanically, with sizes completely beyond conventional NMA. Interit takes the least amount of energy to achieve conforestingly, the coarse-grained NMA offers a unique way mational transitions along low-frequency normal modes. to simplify the calculation without losing too much dyThe pathways that move against normal modes are namic information at the level one is interested in.
probably washed out during evolution. This is again a Therefore, the coarse-grained NMA will remain an immanifestation of the dynamic extension of the principle portant approach for studying supramolecular comof minimal frustration. plexes regardless of the resolution of the structural Finally, the author would like to close this review by data. Ultimately, it is desirable to combine the NMA reminding ourselves and readers that the types of arsampling with molecular dynamics sampling so that chitecture of biological molecules differ widely, and this smooth coupling between low-frequency global movariation, in turn, modulates the nature of the moletions and high-frequency side chain dynamics can be cules' conformational dynamics in a diversified way. achieved. Successful examples can already be found Consequently, the suitability of NMA to model conforin literature (Tatsumi et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2003) . mational dynamics also varies widely. For some systems, NMA appears to be ideal, but, for some others, it How to Identify Biologically Relevant Modes is not a very effective method. It is therefore extremely In all cases of NMA, there is always a question about important for one to bear in mind the usefulness and which mode(s) is (are) functionally relevant. The calculimitations of NMA for various applications. It is also lated normal modes, as an orthonormal mathematical important to remember that the potential of NMA is basis set, only provide information on all the possible maximized when it is combined with other experimental ways that a structure can move. They do not immedidata so as to go beyond a "cartoon-like" description of ately suggest how the structure actually moves for a molecular motions. This is precisely the spirit of normal particular protein. This means that one usually cannot mode-based structural refinement, which has shown tell which mode is (or modes are) functionally relevant great promise in many large complex structures at a from a set of normal modes calculated for a structure, wide range of resolutions. regardless of the resolution. Additional experimental data are needed in order to identify the biologically rele- 
